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SUMMARY 17 

Biomechanical modelling is considered a powerful tool for quantifying the evolution of functional 18 

performance in extinct animals to understand key anatomical innovations and selective pressures 19 

driving major evolutionary radiations. However, the fossil record is composed predominantly of 20 

hard parts, forcing palaeontologists to estimate or subjectively reconstruct soft tissue properties in 21 

such models. Rarely are these reconstruction approaches validated on extant animals, despite soft 22 

tissue properties being highly determinant of functional performance. The extent to which soft 23 

tissue reconstructions and biomechanical models accurately predict quantitative or even qualitative 24 

patterns in macroevolutionary studies is therefore unknown. Here, we modelled the masticatory 25 

system in extant rodents to objectively test the ability of current soft tissue reconstruction methods 26 

correctly identify quantitative and qualitative differences between macroevolutionary morphotypes. 27 

Baseline models generated using measured soft tissue properties yielded differences in muscle 28 

proportions, bite force and bone stress expected between extant sciuromorph, myomorph and 29 

hystricomorph rodents. However, predictions from models generated using reconstruction methods 30 

typically used in fossil studies varied widely from high levels of quantitative accuracy to a failure to 31 

correctly capture even relative differences between macroevolutionary morphotypes. Our novel 32 

experiment emphasises that correctly reconstructing even qualitative differences between taxa in a 33 

macroevolutionary radiation is challenging using current methods. Future studies of fossil taxa 34 

should incorporate systematic assessments of reconstruction error into their hypothesis testing and, 35 

moreover, seek to expand primary data sets on muscle properties in extant taxa to better inform soft 36 

tissue reconstructions in macroevolutionary studies. 37 

 38 

  39 
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1. Introduction 40 

Changes in functional morphology or biomechanics have fundamentally underpinned some of the 41 

most significant evolutionary transitions in the history of life. Colonisation of the land by the 42 

earliest tetrapods [1-2], mammalian origins and diversification [3-6], the evolution of locomotion in 43 

dinosaurs and birds [7-24] and functional and ecological shifts in human ancestors [25-32] represent 44 

some extensively studied examples. These evolutionary events, and the anatomical adaptations 45 

associated with them, are central to understanding major adaptive radiations in earth history and the 46 

interplay of biological evolution with other aspects of the earth system (e.g. climate, tectonics). The 47 

last two decades has seen widespread adoption of sophisticated mathematical-computational 48 

approaches, such as finite element and multi-body dynamics analysis, to study functional 49 

morphology in extinct animals and the biomechanics of evolutionary transitions recorded in the 50 

fossil record. These approaches realise a number of benefits relative to more traditional comparative 51 

(qualitative) approaches [33-34], but perhaps most importantly they are able to deliver absolute 52 

measures of function and performance in fossil animals (e.g. energy costs, maximal performance) to 53 

quantitatively test hypotheses about how anatomical innovations enabled major behavioural or 54 

niche adaptions over geological time.  55 

 56 

Mathematical-biomechanical approaches yield quantitative predictions of animal performance by 57 

combining general models of Newtonian physics and solid mechanics with mathematical 58 

descriptions of tissue behaviour and physiology. In doing so they incorporate all the major causative 59 

anatomical and physiological factors that underpin mechanical function, and in living animals these 60 

approaches have been shown to deliver accurate predictions of metabolic energy costs in walking 61 

[e.g. 26], maximal locomotor [e.g. 9, 14, 22] and bite performance [e.g. 35-36] among other 62 

parameters. However, in living animals most, if not all, anatomical and physiological input 63 

parameters required to build biomechanical models can be measured from the species under study. 64 

One challenging aspect in their use on extinct animals is that they require precise specification of 65 
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numerical values for soft tissue parameters that are rarely, or never, preserved in fossils. 66 

Biomechanical modelling studies of extinct animals have subsequently employed a diverse range of 67 

approaches to estimate absolute values for soft tissue parameters in fossil organisms, ranging from 68 

standardised properties based on estimated mean values for all living taxa, scaling values from 69 

supposed analogous extant animals, and computer-aided design approaches to reconstruct the size 70 

and geometry of soft tissues directly in the fossil themselves. Sensitivity analyses have been carried 71 

out in small number of these studies and have consistently shown that large errors in soft tissue 72 

parameters will lead to significant inaccuracy in function or performance predictions [12-14, 20, 22, 73 

36-37]. However, it remains qualitatively and quantitatively uncertain what the likely error 74 

magnitudes are for such soft tissue reconstructions: in other words, it is unclear whether or not the 75 

uncertainty surrounding soft tissue parameters is yielding such significant errors that biomechanical 76 

studies lack the resolution required to accurately reconstruct functional consequence of anatomical 77 

change and test hypotheses about macroevolutionary radiations observed in the fossil record. 78 

 79 

In this study we take the most direct and comprehensive approach to-date to assess how inaccuracy 80 

and imprecision in soft tissue reconstruction currently impact upon our ability to identify 81 

quantitative and even qualitative differences between extinct taxa, and therefore our ability to 82 

recognize adaptive trends and evolutionary changes in the fossil record. To do this we first carry out 83 

multiple types of biomechanical modelling on extant taxa that are known to exhibit quantitative and 84 

qualitative functional differences using real (measured) soft tissue data. Subsequently we repeat this 85 

multi-modal biomechanical analysis by substituting real (measured) soft tissues properties with 86 

values derived from reconstructive methods typically used on fossil animals. Comparing the 87 

functional predictions generated using ‘real’ versus reconstructed soft tissue data not only allows us 88 

to examine inaccuracy and imprecision quantitatively, but perhaps more fundamentally allows us to 89 

examine if known qualitative differences between extant taxa are preserved by current soft tissue 90 
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reconstruction methods. Quantitative error is expected and perhaps will always be unavoidable in 91 

fossil animals, but the ability to reliably identify qualitative differences between extinct taxa is 92 

fundamental to evolutionary studies that seek to identify adaptations or trends across fossil lineages 93 

and major evolutionary transitions in the history of life [1-69]. Prior to this study this fundamental 94 

premise, underpinning an entire field of research [1-69], has not been extensively tested. 95 

 96 

2. Material and Methods 97 

(a) Case study: evolutionary biomechanics of the rodent masticatory system 98 

Masticatory biomechanics in rodents is an area of study that has received a considerable amount of 99 

attention (reviewed in [70]) and one that provides a useful opportunity for addressing the issues 100 

raised above. The Rodentia is the largest order of extant mammals, comprising over 2,500 living 101 

species [71]. Despite this diversity, almost all rodents can be assigned to one of three groups based 102 

on the morphology of their masticatory musculature, specifically the masseteric complex. These 103 

three morphotypes are all thought to be derivations of the ancestral morphology (present in a single 104 

living species, the mountain beaver), and are referred to as the ‘sciuromorph’ (squirrel-like), 105 

‘myomorph’ (mouse-like) and ‘hystricomorph’ (porcupine-like) conditions [72]. Each of these 106 

derived morphotypes represents an extension of the masseter on to the rostrum: in sciuromorph 107 

species, the lateral masseter originates from an expanded zygomatic plate; in hystricomorphs, the 108 

zygomatico-mandibularis (ZM) extends through the orbit and an enlarged infraorbital foramen; and 109 

myomorphs show a combination of both the sciuromorphous and hystricomorphous conditions [73-110 

74]. Furthermore, each of these configurations of the musculature is associated with a characteristic 111 

cranial morphology (e.g. presence of the zygomatic plate, size of the infraorbital foramen), allowing 112 

recognition of the morphotypes in fossil rodents as well. It has long been recognised that the rodent 113 

muscle morphotypes do not represent monophyletic clades [75]. Each muscle arrangement has 114 

evolved at least twice independently within the rodents, and previous analyses have indicated that 115 
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each conveys different functional capabilities i.e., sciuromorphy enables efficient gnawing at the 116 

incisors, hystricomorphy leads to efficient molar chewing, and myomorphy provides greatest 117 

efficiency at both feeding modes [76-77] Thus, the rodents are an ideal case study for testing the 118 

accuracy with which muscle anatomy can be estimated from skeletal morphology, and the impact of 119 

such estimations on inferences of function. 120 

 121 

Detailed biomechanical analyses of the rodent masticatory system were previously undertaken by 122 

[77-78] who conducted finite element analysis (FEA) on the skulls of the eastern grey squirrel 123 

(Sciurus carolinensis), the brown rat (Rattus norvegicus), and the domesticated guinea pig (Cavia 124 

porcellus) representing the sciuromorph, myomorph and hystricomorph conditions, respectively. 125 

The benchmark (‘measured’ or ‘extant’) input data for the current study was provided by these 126 

earlier studies, including the 3D reconstructions of the skull and mandible of each species from 127 

microCT scans, the material properties of the bone and teeth (determined by nano-indentation), and 128 

data on the masticatory muscles. Volume reconstructions of each muscle were generated from 129 

diceCT scans of the squirrel, rat and guinea pig [74] Muscle physiological cross sectional areas 130 

(PCSAs) were calculated by dividing each muscle volume by the average fibre length (Tables S1-131 

3). 132 

 133 

(b) Quantitative soft tissue reconstructions 134 

Our soft tissue reconstructions focus on two critical parameters that govern muscle force generation 135 

capacity and subsequently play a highly determinate role in bite force magnitudes and the 136 

magnitude and distribution of stress/strain in the skull: muscle mass (or volume) and fibre length 137 

(FL). Under static maximal biting conditions typically analysed in fossil taxa, muscle force is 138 

calculated according to: 139 

 140 

Eq. 1. Muscle force = physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) * maximum isometric stress 141 
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 142 

With muscle mass (or volume) and FL determining PCSA in parallel-fibred muscles according to: 143 

 144 

Eq. 2. Muscle PCSA = muscle volume/muscle FL 145 

 146 

And in pennate muscles according to: 147 

 148 

Eq. 3. PCSA = (muscle volume/muscle fibre length) * COS(pennation angle) 149 

 150 

A number of independent studies of masticatory performance and evolution in extinct animals have 151 

used computer-based approaches to reconstruct the volume of masticatory muscles around and 152 

within 3D digital models of fossil skulls for the purposes of calculating PCSA and ultimately bite 153 

force [e.g. 35-36, 57, 68]. Similar approaches have been used with limb muscles in studies seeking 154 

to constrain locomotor performance in exemplar extinct species [e.g. 17, 23, 68] or reconstruct 155 

postural evolution through fossilized evolutionary lineages [24]. Only a small number of these 156 

studies have attempted to assess the accuracy of these approaches on living animals and found 157 

varied degrees of precision (e.g. 4-22% error relative to measured values in the same extant species 158 

[17, 23, 36, 68]). Furthermore, independent studies carried out by different teams using identical 159 

methods of reconstruction have produced highly disparate estimates of muscle volumes for the 160 

same fossil specimens (e.g. total masticatory muscle volume differing by 41% in [35-36]). 161 

However, the source of inaccuracy and discrepancies between studies, and their impact on our 162 

ability to the evolution of performance metrics like bite force, have not yet been assessed. 163 

 164 

Here we developed a protocol for muscle volume sculpture (Fig. 1) based on methods used in 165 

previous fossil studies [e.g. 35-36, 57, 68]. This protocol was formalised in an instruction sheet (see 166 

ESM1), which outlined the specific modelling approach to be used and anatomical diagrams on 167 
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which to base the 3D muscle sculptures around 3D bone models, which are similar to those used in 168 

qualitative muscle reconstructions of fossils. As noted above, previous application of similar 169 

methods to the same fossil specimens by independent research teams have produced highly 170 

disparate muscle volumes (see discussion [37]). We therefore conducted the first analysis of inter-171 

investigator variability in muscle volume sculpture, with three of the authors independently 172 

generating muscle volumes in all three rodent models following only the instruction sheet (ESM1). 173 

This analysis provides the first quantitative insight into the potential for investigator subjectivity in 174 

soft tissue reconstruction to lead to disparate interpretations of functional evolution across 175 

evolutionary transitions (Tables S4-6). A brief discussion of investigator expertise and experience is 176 

provided in the ESM. 177 

 178 

Different approaches to muscle FL estimation has also led to highly disparate functional predictions 179 

in extinct animals [37]. A recent review highlighted the relative paucity of masticatory muscle 180 

architecture data relative to other body regions, and suggested that combining such data with 181 

information on maximal range of motion and muscle length change in-vivo might provide statistical 182 

basis for muscle FL estimation in the masticatory muscles of fossil forms [37], as has been 183 

attempted based on small data sets in locomotion studies [19, 21]. However, in the absence of such 184 

data, we utilised several approaches used in a recent study [37], which cover different scenarios or 185 

assumptions about the nature of muscle architecture in the extinct group under analysis. First, we 186 

generated FLs for each muscle under the assumption that all muscles were non-pennate (i.e. parallel 187 

fibred), and that FLs were equal to muscle length (measured as the distance between the centroids 188 

of the origins and insertions in the 3D models derived from diceCT scans [70] In this scenario, the 189 

PCSAs of all muscles are calculated according to Eq. 2 (see above). For each investigator, these 190 

models are referred to as iteration A. Second, we generated an iteration of models which differed 191 

only in their specification of the medial pterygoid muscle. This muscle consistently shows a pennate 192 

architecture in rodents [70] and in the three taxa studied here average measured pennation angles 193 
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range from 20-25 degrees (Tables S1-3). Our second iteration of the models therefore represented 194 

the medial pterygoid muscle with a pennation angle of 25 degrees in all three taxa with calculated 195 

PCSA for this muscle according to Eq. 3. The average ratio of measured FL to muscle length across 196 

the three taxa was used to calculate the FLs for the medial pterygoids in this iteration (hereafter 197 

referred to as iteration B). Finally, we generated a third iteration of possible FLs and PCSAs, which 198 

are considered to be maximal reasonable deviations from the first iteration (iteration A). In this 199 

third iteration, all muscles were modelled as pennate, with a pennation angle of 25 degrees, the 200 

maximum value measured in these three rodents. The average ratio of measured FL to muscle 201 

length in each muscle across the three taxa was used to calculate the FLs for all muscles and 202 

subsequently PCSA (using Eq. 3) for this iteration (hereafter referred to as iteration C). While this 203 

might be considered an extreme deviation for the known muscle architecture of the three rodents 204 

under study, we argue this approach is important for three reasons. First, it must be acknowledged 205 

that in fossil taxa the precise values for architectural parameters are completely unknown and 206 

therefore assuming a high degree of uncertainty is the most objective approach. Second, in at least 207 

some cases, the extinct taxa under study have no direct functional analogue among extant taxa and 208 

thus their quantitative soft tissue properties may be expected to differ also. Third, at present there is 209 

relatively little quantitative data of cranial muscle architecture in extant taxa [37] and so the full 210 

range of values for extant groups are unlikely to be well sampled. These three FL and PCSA 211 

iterations were applied to the three muscle volume sculptures generated independently by the three 212 

investigators, yielding nine fossil models per taxon (27 fossil model iterations in total) to be 213 

evaluated relative to the model using real (measured) muscle values in multi-body dynamics 214 

(MDA) and finite element (FE) models.  215 

 216 

(c) Multi-body dynamics (MDA) analysis 217 

We used the open source forwards dynamic package GaitSym (version 2013) to construct MDA 218 

models and simulate maximal muscle contraction and symmetrical incisor bite forces in all three 219 
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rodent models (Fig. 1) following the approach of [36-37] (see also additional description in ESM). 220 

Muscle geometries (origins, insertions and approximate lines of action) were based on physical 221 

dissection and contrast-enhanced micro-CT reconstructions of the specimens being modelled [70] 222 

and were standardised across all model iterations. The physiological characteristics of muscles were 223 

standardised across all taxa and model iterations, as is typical in fossil studies. From these base 224 

models, we subsequently generated 10 MDA models for each taxon. For each taxon we generated 225 

an ‘extant’ model, where muscle FLs and masses, and subsequently PCSAs, were measured directly 226 

from specimens being modelled [70]. The remaining 9 models consisted of three per investigator, in 227 

which each investigators’ muscle volumes were used to generate three models according to the 228 

three fibre architecture iterations (A, B and C) explained above. All soft tissue input values for the 229 

27 fossil iterations are tabulated in supplementary material (Table S7-9). 230 

 231 

(d) Finite element analysis 232 

We re-analysed the existing FE models [77-78] (Fig, 1) of our three rodent taxa in ANSYS 233 

Mechanical APDL 2019 R1 using the newly generated muscle force values from our MDA models. 234 

See the ESM for slight modifications made to the models in ANSYS. We also standardized the 235 

tissue material properties of the models (Table S10) across these taxa (applying the guinea pig 236 

properties to all models), as is standard in analyses of fossils (refs). To compare the stresses 237 

predicted by the different model iterations we uniformly divided each cranium into 10 sections 238 

anteroposteriorly (Fig. S3). The mean Von Mises stress of all elements in each section were 239 

extracted and calculated for every loading scenario’s simulation. FE models, and the extant 240 

iterations of our MDA models, are available to download from  241 

http://datacat.liverpool.ac.uk/id/eprint/1184. 242 

 243 

3. Results 244 
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(a) Muscle volume reconstruction 245 

The total (summed) masticatory muscle mass reconstructed by investigator 1 yielded errors of 246 

14.5%, 9.7% and 3.1% for the guinea pig, rat and squirrel (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). Investigator 2 247 

produced lower errors of 1.8%, 3% and -2.8% for the guinea pig, rat and squirrel, while investigator 248 

3 produced greater errors of 57.8%, 15.3% and 93.8% (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). Error magnitudes for 249 

individual muscles varied more widely, from less than 1% up to 552% (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). Visual 250 

inspection suggests no common pattern among muscles in terms of error magnitudes, although on 251 

the whole there was a greater tendency to overestimate rather than underestimate muscle volume 252 

(Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). Regression analysis provides no support for size effects (e.g. systematically 253 

larger errors in bigger or smaller muscles) in error magnitudes (Fig. S4). 254 

 255 

The three investigators also vary considerably in relative accuracy of the reconstructed total muscle 256 

volume and the relative volumes of individual homologous muscles across the three species. 257 

Measurements indicate that guinea pigs have the highest summed masticatory muscle volume (3654 258 

mm3), followed by the squirrel (3431 mm3) and then the rat (2461 mm3). Investigators 1 & 2 259 

recovered this relative pattern correctly, but the reconstructions by investigator 3 produced 260 

qualitative error with the squirrel being reconstructed with greater overall masticatory muscle 261 

volume than the guinea pig (Tables S4-6). In terms of the relative sizes of individual muscles, 262 

investigator 1 produced 36% correct relative placements, versus 84% and 52% in the 263 

reconstructions of investigators 2 & 3. 264 

 265 

(b) Muscle FL and PCSA 266 

Muscle architecture iteration A overestimated muscle fibre length in all muscles in this analysis 267 

(Fig 3; Tables S11-13). That is, muscle length always exceeded measured fibre lengths in the 268 

masticatory muscles of all three taxa. Overestimation ranged from +55% to +205% in the squirrel, 269 
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+29% to +292% in the guinea pig, and +20% to +203% in the rat (Fig 3; Tables S11-13). By 270 

utilizing the average muscle length to FL ratio to derive fibre length, muscle architecture iteration C 271 

yielded much lower errors in predicted fibre lengths, with errors ranging from -27.3% to +40%, -272 

6.6% to +86.4% and -42.84% to +17.5% in the squirrel, guinea pig and rat (Fig 3; Tables S11-13). 273 

Therefore, given accurate muscle volumes, muscle architecture iteration A will always tend to 274 

underestimate PCSA, while muscle architecture iteration C will yield lower errors but overestimate 275 

PCSA in some muscles while underestimating it in others. 276 

 277 

Because PCSA is a function of muscle volume and fibre length, and muscle volume varied 278 

considerably and non-systematically across the investigators (Fig 3; Tables S11-13), this parameter 279 

shows a complex pattern across the nine fossil model iterations. However, on the whole muscle 280 

architecture iteration A tended to underestimate PCSA in all models (all species, all investigators) 281 

even where investigators had overestimated muscle volume (Figs. 2-3; Table S4-6) due to the 282 

relatively large errors resulting from the assumption that fibre length was equal to muscle length 283 

(see above: Fig. 3). Interestingly, maximum underestimations of PCSA were quite similar across 284 

species (-81.7% to -96%) and all occurred in models of investigator 3. Where overestimation of 285 

PCSA did occur, investigator 3 again yielded the highest errors in all three species, with magnitudes 286 

of +283.6%, +94.1% and +39.13% in the squirrel, guinea pig and rat (Fig 3; Tables S11-13). 287 

 288 

The range of PCSA error magnitudes in models using muscle architecture iteration C were greater 289 

(Fig 3; Tables S11-13), despite the fact that this iteration matched real (measured) fibre lengths 290 

more closely than iteration A (Fig 3; Tables S11-13). The range in error magnitudes varied 291 

considerably across the three species, ranging from -80.5% to +714%, -92.3% to +240.5% and -292 

65.1 to +80.3% in the squirrel, guinea pig and rat (Fig 3; Tables S11-13). Muscle architecture 293 

iteration C yields highly varied levels of inaccuracy in PCSA within and between investigators, 294 
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although generally errors noticeably lower in investigator 2 for all species (Fig 3; Tables S11-13).   295 

 296 

Because we have modelled static biting, and thus modelling muscle contraction under isometric 297 

conditions, PCSA is directly proportional to muscle force in this analysis. It is therefore worth 298 

evaluating frequency with which the model iterations correctly predict the relative PCSA of 299 

homologous muscles across the three species. Investigator 1 correctly ordered individual taxa in 300 

terms of relative PCSA seven out of 24 (29%) times in their muscle architecture iteration A, and 301 

eight out of 24 (33.3%) times in iteration C. Despite relatively high quantitative errors, investigator 302 

3 correctly ordered individual taxa in terms of relative PCSA 18 out of 24 (63%) times in both 303 

muscle architecture iterations A and C. In line with their relatively lower absolute errors in PCSA, 304 

investigator 2 correctly ordered individual taxa in terms of relative PCSA 18 out of 24 (75%) times 305 

in both muscle architecture iterations A and C. 306 

 307 

(c) Bite forces in MDA models 308 

Our initial MDA models, using measured (real) muscle properties yielded maximal static incisor 309 

bite forces of 47.9 N, 56.8 N and 70.2 N for the guinea pig, rat and squirrel models (Fig. 4; Table 310 

S14). Individual muscle forces and associated errors for all model iterations are tabulated in Table 311 

S14. The three model iterations of investigator 1 yielded quantitative errors in incisors bite force 312 

ranging between -65.9% to +16.9% of bite forces from the extant models. All model iterations from 313 

investigator 2 underestimated bite force, by between -63% to -6.7%, while the models reconstructed 314 

by investigator 3 ranged from -52.2% to +30.6% of the values from the extant model (Fig. 4). 315 

Within each investigator, the lowest bite forces and largest absolute errors were recovered in 316 

iteration A, where the overestimation of fibre lengths yielded underestimates of PCSA and 317 

subsequently maximum isometric muscle force (Fig. 4; Tables S11-13). Reconstructing the medial 318 
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pterygoid with more representative pennate architecture and shorter fibre lengths, and subsequently 319 

use of Eq.3 to calculate PCSA, increased its maximum isometric force and thus incisor bite force, 320 

leading to very small improvements (1-5%) in absolute accuracy (Fig. 4; Table S14). This reduced 321 

underestimation in bite force in investigator 2 to -6.7 to -17.6%, and overall error in investigator 1 322 

to -18.6% to +9.8% across the three taxa (Fig. 4; Table S14). However, in investigator 3, iteration C 323 

reversed the -35 to -62% underestimated error seen in iterations A and B to slightly lower 324 

magnitudes of overestimated error (+13 to +30.6%; Fig. 4; Table S14). 325 

  326 

The three investigators also vary considerably in the accuracy with which their models correctly 327 

predicted the relative bite forces of the three species. None of the model iterations generated by 328 

investigator 1 placed all three taxa in the correct order in terms of relative bite force. Investigator 329 

1’s models did consistently predict higher bite forces in the rat compared to the guinea pig, but only 330 

iteration C correctly predicted higher forces in the squirrel compared to the guinea pig. Iterations A 331 

and C by investigator 3 correctly identified the squirrel as generating the highest bite force of the 332 

three taxa, but incorrectly predicted relatively higher bite forces in the guinea pig (Fig. 4; Table 333 

S14). Iteration C by investigator 3 and all three iterations (A-C) by investigator 2 correctly 334 

predicted relative bite forces across the three species (Fig. 4; Tables S13). 335 

 336 

(d) Stress and strain in FE models 337 

FE models loaded using outputs from the ‘extant’ MDA models indicate that the rat experiences the 338 

highest stresses, followed by the squirrel and then the guinea pig along the entire skull length (Fig. 339 

5a-d). The most striking pattern among fossil model iterations is the variation in stress magnitudes. 340 

With the exception of small regions of the rat and guinea pig models in iteration C of investigator 2 341 

(Fig. 5b, d & e), all fossil models produced by investigators 1 and 2 underestimate stress relative to 342 
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the extant models (Fig. 5a-b). Error is higher in the models of investigator 1, where stress 343 

magnitudes are less than one-third of that seen in extant models in some regions of the skull (Fig. 344 

5a, d & f). The models of investigator 3 showed a more complex pattern of error, with all model C 345 

iterations overestimating stress magnitudes throughout the skull, while iterations A and B vary in 346 

the nature and magnitude of error across the three rodent taxa (Fig. 5c). For example, iterations A 347 

and B of the guinea pig model slightly underestimate stress in most regions, but overestimate stress 348 

in between 30-45% skull length (Fig. 5c). 349 

 350 

Despite extremely high variation in stress magnitudes, the qualitative pattern or distribution of 351 

stress across the skull seen in the extant models is mostly preserved in the fossil model iterations 352 

(Fig. 5) with relatively subtle deviations. A notable exceptions to this is the absence of the sharp 353 

increase in stress, or stress peak, between 20-50% skull length in all three fossil iterations of the 354 

squirrel model of investigator 1, which changes the stress distribution in the zygomatic arch relative 355 

to the extant model and the models of the guinea pig and rat (Fig. 5). However, while the qualitative 356 

pattern of stress distribution across the three rodents are mostly preserved across the fossil 357 

iterations, the pattern of absolute stress magnitude (i.e. rat > squirrel > guinea pig) is not always 358 

recovered (Fig. 5). The aforementioned error in the squirrel models of investigator 3, along with 359 

general underestimation of stress therein, means that the relative stress patterns recovered in the 360 

squirrel and guinea pig are qualitatively reversed (Fig. 5a, d & f). The models of investigator 3 most 361 

preserve qualitative differences between the morphotypes, but iteration C exaggerates the 362 

quantitative differences, while iterations B and C underestimate them (Fig. 5c). 363 

 364 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 365 

Soft tissue reconstructions and biomechanical models provide quantitative measures of functional 366 

performance in extinct taxa and thereby offer a unique insight into the evolution of life on Earth [1-367 
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69]. These quantitative measures of function and performance (e.g. energy costs, running speeds, 368 

bone strain and safety factors) represent the most direct basis for understanding how anatomical 369 

innovations enabled major behavioural or niche adaptions over geological time, and for testing 370 

hypotheses about the selective ecological pressures driving major evolutionary radiations [1-69]. 371 

Constructing accurate biomechanical models of extant taxa, where (theoretically) all anatomical and 372 

physiology parameters can be measured directly, is challenging and some level of abstraction and 373 

hence inaccuracy is expected, even in highly detailed models [79]. Greater quantitative error should 374 

be expected in extinct animals and arises from the need to progressively reconstruct (i.e. estimate) 375 

absolute values for soft tissue parameters like muscle size and architecture that underpin their force 376 

generating capabilities (Fig. 1). Some studies, of both living and fossils animals, have used 377 

sensitivity analyses to formally acknowledge quantitative error arising from uncertain and often 378 

subjectively reconstructed soft tissues parameters [12-14, 20, 22, 36-37]. While this approach 379 

undoubtedly represents good practice and demonstrates the sensitivity of simulated predictions to 380 

particular input parameters, sensitivity analyses on finalised biomechanical models do not 381 

inherently constrain the actual likely magnitude of error within a specific set of fossil soft tissue 382 

reconstructions, and subsequently the biomechanical models generated thereafter. Thus, sensitivity 383 

analysis, by itself, may not provide a direct test of our ability to reconstruct soft tissue properties 384 

and subsequently to progressively estimate quantitative and even qualitative differences between 385 

extinct taxa. 386 

 387 

In this study we have taken a novel approach to evaluating the accuracy and precision of soft tissue 388 

and biomechanical reconstructions of extinct animals, and the ability of current methods to 389 

accurately capture a functional macroevolutionary radiation (Figs 2-5). The rodent masticatory 390 

system has evolved three distinct morphotypes (sciuromorph, hystricomorph and myomorph) with 391 

osteological, myological and functional characteristics that lead to disparate specializations in food 392 

processing in each morphotype (see section 2(a) above). The rat, representative of the myomorph 393 
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condition, has a temporalis muscle 1.6x larger than the squirrel (sciuromorph) and 1.7x guinea pig 394 

(hystricomorph) [70] (Tables S4-6). Despite this significant real (measured) difference in size, only 395 

one of the three investigators sculpted the rat with the largest temporalis muscle and ordered the 396 

three morphotypes successfully in relative temporalis size (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). The medial and 397 

lateral pterygoids were also reconstructed disproportionately in relative terms by all three 398 

investigators: two of the three investigators correctly reconstructed the guinea pig with the largest 399 

medial pterygoid, but incorrectly reconstructed the squirrel as having the smallest volume for this 400 

muscle (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). The other investigator incorrectly reconstructed the squirrel with the 401 

largest medial pterygoid, and rat with the smallest (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). None of the investigators 402 

correctly reconstructed the squirrel with the largest lateral pterygoid volume (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). 403 

However, despite often large magnitudes of quantitative error (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6), the qualitative 404 

proportions of a number of muscles (e.g. posterior deep masseter, posterior and infraorbital 405 

zygomaticomandibularis) were correctly reconstructed by two and sometimes all three 406 

investigators. Overall the investigators averaged 70.3%, 12.3% and 94.57% error at the individual 407 

muscle level (Fig. 2), providing clear evidence that studies utilising volume sculpture approaches to 408 

assess the evolution of muscle proportions and performance should incorporate an assessment of 409 

error in their hypothesis testing. 410 

 411 

Bite force, and the mechanical efficiency of biting, are crucial adaptive functional distinctions 412 

between the three rodent morphotypes [77-78]. Our extant MDA models with real (measured) 413 

muscle properties predict the highest incisor bite forces in the squirrel, followed by the rat and then 414 

guinea pig (Fig. 4; Table S14), which is consistent with previous studies [77-78]. Here we show, for 415 

the first time, that accuracy with which such a qualitative macroevolutionary pattern is recovered by 416 

palaeontological methods varies across investigators and across different model iterations according 417 

to the reconstruction of muscle architecture (Fig. 4). The impact of subjectivity, largely related to 418 

sculpture of muscle volumes (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6), is manifested in the highly disparate relative 419 
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accuracy in bite forces across the investigators: investigator 1 did not capture the true 420 

macroevolutionary pattern in any iteration, while investigator 2 correctly recovered the expected 421 

pattern across morphotypes in all cases (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). This difference reflects the 422 

considerably lower levels of qualitative and quantitative error in muscle volumes sculpted by 423 

investigator 2 (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). However, the pattern of relative error in bite force seen in 424 

investigator 3 demonstrates that even recovering qualitative differences between taxa is not simply 425 

a matter of accurately reconstructing muscle size (or its linear equivalents like maximum isometric 426 

stress). Muscle force is proportional to PCSA (Eq. 1), which is a function of muscle volume and 427 

fibre architecture (Eqs 2 and 3). The first and second model iterations of investigator 3, in which 428 

muscles are reconstructed with parallel fibred architecture and fibre lengths equivalent to muscle 429 

length, led to incorrect relative bite forces, and failure to capture the true functional macroevolution 430 

pattern that has evolved across rodent morphotypes (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). However, use of average 431 

ratios of muscle fibre length to overall length to calculate fibre length, and subsequently use of Eq.3 432 

to calculate PCSA, led to investigator 3’s muscle volumes correctly recovering the true 433 

macroevolutionary pattern across rodent morphotypes (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). This emphasises the 434 

complex interaction between estimation of muscle size, architecture and force generating 435 

capabilities, and highlights that simple sensitivity tests in which muscle size or force is scaled 436 

uniformly up or down may be insufficient in macroevolutionary studies (see further discussion 437 

below). 438 

 439 

These issues regarding both quantitative and qualitative error in masticatory muscle anatomy and 440 

bite force translate directly into analyses of absolute and relative stress in FE models (Fig. 5). To 441 

our knowledge this is the first study to explicitly examine the likely magnitudes of error in FE 442 

models capturing a macroevolution radiation resulting from disparate reconstructions of muscle 443 

force generating properties (see further discussion below). As with muscle volumes (Fig. 2) and bite 444 

forces (Fig. 4) our data provides clear evidence that current approaches to soft tissue reconstruction 445 
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can not only recover the correct qualitative or relative differences between taxa, but also generate 446 

stress magnitudes and distributions that are quantitatively consistent with models loaded using real 447 

(measured) muscle data (Fig. 5b, d-e). While this is encouraging, the errors noted in muscle 448 

volume, architecture and bite force predictions (Figs 2-4) inherently mean that many of the fossil 449 

model iterations yield highly inaccurate stress magnitudes, and in some instances produce 450 

magnitudes and distributions that are qualitatively dissimilar to the extant models and thus do not 451 

correctly capture the true qualitative macroevolutionary pattern. Cox et al. [77] noted that stress 452 

patterns along the zygomatic arch are different between the three rodent morphotypes, which our 453 

extant models capture here (Fig. 5a-d). The magnitude of the stress differences in this region of the 454 

skulls varies across model iterations, particularly those of investigator 3 where relative differences 455 

between rodents are exaggerated and underestimated by different iterations (Fig. 5c). 456 

Underestimation of stress in the zygomatic arch in the models of investigator 2 means that the 457 

relative stress magnitudes between the squirrel and guinea pig models are incorrectly represented in 458 

this key region (Fig. 5a, d, f). Cox et al [77] also note that the rat shows a pattern of elevated stress 459 

around the origin of the temporalis muscle compared to the guinea pig and squirrel models, which is 460 

causatively associated with this taxon’s larger temporalis muscle (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). The extent 461 

to which this pattern is recovered in the fossil models presented here varies according to the 462 

accuracy of temporalis muscle reconstruction. As noted above, only one of the investigators 463 

correctly reconstructed the relative size of the temporalis muscle across the three rodent 464 

morphotypes (Fig. 2; Tables S4-6). 465 

  466 

To put our study and its conclusions into context, we surveyed 67 published studies that utilised 467 

quantitative soft tissue reconstruction alone or in combination with biomechanical models to 468 

examine evolutionary changes in functional morphology in fossil taxa [2-32, 35-69]. Our goal was 469 

not to provide exhaustive coverage of all relevant papers, but to sample enough studies to provide 470 

coverage of most major taxonomic groups, body regions (limbs, skulls, necks etc.) and 471 
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methodological approaches. We assessed two aspects of quantitative soft tissue reconstruction in 472 

these studies; first, whether the study used a method of quantitative soft tissue reconstruction 473 

associated with muscle force properties that had been validated in equivalent models of extant 474 

animals. Specifically, we assessed whether extant taxa had been used to either demonstrate that an 475 

approach yields quantitative results that are highly comparable to measured soft tissue data, and/or 476 

to provide an expected level of error in the final predictions that are used to quantitively constrain 477 

predictions (and hypothesis testing) in extinct animals. Second, we assessed whether sensitivity 478 

analysis was used to explicitly test for uncertainties in final predictions associated with the 479 

reconstruction of soft tissue force generating capabilities in fossil taxa. Our subjective judgement of 480 

these criteria lead us to suggest that only around 35% of studies have utilised methods of numerical 481 

soft tissue reconstruction that have been validated for precision and accuracy in extant animals, and 482 

only around 32% of studies have used any kind of sensitivity analysis in their assessments of the 483 

force generating capacity of muscles in extinct animals. In the latter aspect (sensitivity analysis) this 484 

figure of 32% can be considered optimistic as we choose to be maximally inclusive and include 485 

studies that our present results (Figs 2-5) would suggest are insufficient in terms of sensitivity 486 

testing. For example, a number of assessments of bite mechanics in extinct animals provided 487 

minimum and maximum estimates of bite force by either selecting extreme low and high values for 488 

maximum isometric stress [44-45] or by adding a model iteration in which a correction factor was 489 

applied to increase muscle force [46] across all muscles. These sensitivity analyses were limited to 490 

bite force predictions and not carried forward to FE analyses of the fossil taxa, presumably because 491 

all muscle forces were varied uniformly. As our results demonstrate, uniform error in the 492 

reconstruction of individual muscles, even within one taxon, should not be expected (Figs 2-3), and 493 

the magnitude of non-unform error across muscles results in unpredictable and differential 494 

consequences in functional predictions (Fig. 4-5). Breaking these studies down in body regions and 495 

biomechanical approaches reveals a clear signal in the tendency to quantitatively validate and 496 

recognise soft tissue error in biomechanical predictions. Studies of limbs more frequently applied at 497 
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least some of their reconstructions approaches to extant animals (90%) and carried out sensitivity 498 

analyses on their reconstructions of fossil taxa (55%), while studies of skulls have done so much 499 

less frequently (7% and 21% respectively). This same disparity is reflected in MDA (70% and 45%) 500 

versus FEA (2.9% and 17%) approaches because the majority of locomotor studies have used 501 

MDA, while FEA is most common in analyses of skulls. 502 

 503 

This crude appraisal of the frequency with which current studies explicitly incorporate error in soft 504 

tissue properties, in some way, into functional assessments of extinct animals is concerning given 505 

the new systematic assessment of muscle property reconstruction (Figs 2-3), muscle kinetics (Fig. 506 

4) and bone stress (Fig. 5) we present here. Quantitative uncertainty and error will perhaps always 507 

remain unavoidable in evolutionary biomechanics, but an ability to identify qualitative similarities 508 

and differences across fossil lineages, and between extinct taxa and extant groups with known 509 

behaviours is fundamental to our understanding of palaeoecology and ecosystem dynamics, 510 

adaptive radiations and selective extinctions and functional constraints on biological evolution [1-511 

69]. Our novel analysis highlights that correctly reconstructing qualitative differences between taxa 512 

in a macroevolutionary radiation is challenging and that both false positive and negative results are 513 

possible using current approaches to quantitative soft tissue reconstruction. Our results provide 514 

quantitative evidence that studies of fossil taxa should incorporate a systematic assessment of 515 

reconstruction error into their experimental procedures and hypothesis testing and provide clear 516 

incentive for an expansion of primary data sets on muscle properties in extant taxa to better inform 517 

soft tissue reconstructions in macroevolutionary studies.  518 
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 708 

Figure 1. Quantitative soft tissue reconstruction and biomechanical modelling of rodent 709 

masticatory morphotypes. (a) Muscle volumes are reconstructed using 3D sculpture techniques, as 710 

commonly applied in fossils, with values combined with different estimates of fibre length to 711 

provide input values for biomechanical models. Incisor bite forces were predicted across 27 ‘fossil’ 712 

model iterations of (b) MDA models for comparison to values predicted using real (measured) 713 

muscle data. (c) Predicted muscle forces from all model iterations were used to load FE models to 714 

compare stresses predicted in fossil models to those from models with real (measured) muscle 715 

properties. 716 

 717 
 718 

 719 

  720 
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 721 

Figure 2. Error magnitudes in the sculptured muscle volume reconstructions by investigators 1, 2 722 

and 3 for the (a) squirrel, (b) guinea pig and (c) rat. Abbreviations: SM, superficial masseter; Temp, 723 

temporalis; AZM, anterior zygomatico-mandibularis; PZM, posterior zygomatico-mandibularis; 724 

MP, medial pterygoid; LP, lateral pterygoid; DM/ADM, deep masseter/anterior deep masseter; 725 

PDM, posterior deep masseter; Infraorbital zygomatico-mandibularis.  726 
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 730 

Figure 3. Error magnitudes in reconstructed (a-b) muscle fibre lengths and (c-h) PCSAs in the 731 

three species.  732 
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 733 

Figure 4. Comparison of (a) absolute bite forces and (b) percentage error magnitudes in bite forces 734 

across the ‘extant’ and ‘fossil’ MDA models. (a) ‘Extant’ model iterations predict the highest 735 

incisor bite forces in the squirrel, followed by the rat and then guinea pig. This qualitative pattern 736 

across the morphotypes is recovered in all model iterations by investigator 2, by iteration C 737 

investigator 3, but in none of the iterations by investigator 1. (b) Quantitative error varied 738 

considerably, with most iterations tending to underestimate bite force. 739 
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 741 
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 743 

Figure 5. Stress magnitudes and distributions (represented by von Mises stress) in the FE models 744 

across the 30 model iterations. Stress magnitudes along the length of skull in the extant models are 745 

compared to those of (a) investigator 1, (b) investigator 2 and (c) investigator 3 and demonstrate 746 

significant quantitative and some qualitative error. Some reconstructions, such as (b, e) iteration C 747 

those by investigator 2, show a close quantitative match to (d) the extant models, while some 748 
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reconstructions, such as (f) iteration A by investigator 1 contain both quantitative and qualitative 749 

error in relative stress magnitudes and distribution across the morphotypes.  750 
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